Instructions: Answer the following questions about each word. Find the words and their pronunciation guide in the dictionary.

1. What is the sound of the 1st E in colleague?

2. Is the 2nd O in colloquial long or short?

3. What vowel sound do you hear in the 2nd syllable of naïve?

4. Is the I in dilate long or short?

5. Is the O in foliage long or short?

   Is the I in kibosh a long sound or schwa sound? (This one may surprise you!)

6. Is the A in affluent long or short?

7. Does the E in niche have a sound? If so, what is it?

   Does the first A in banal have a long sound or a schwa sound? Be sure to look this one up.

8. What is the ending sound of the word forte?

9. Does the E in mauve have a sound? If so, what is it?

10. Is the O in potable long or short?

11. Is the 1st E in respite long or short?

12. Does the A in tenacity make a long or short sound?

13. Does the E in credo make a long or short sound?